
Dr. Randy Rohertoon 
Southern Hills liedical Center, iladiology 
591 Wallace Road 
hemphis, Tir 37211 

Dear Randy, 

Reur 12/31, hero today, it has to the best of iy knowledge always been the posi-

tion of the FBI that no reconstruction was by it. Are you referring to that by the 

Secret Service in referring to one in 12/64, meaning 63? I've not tried to keep track 

of those dates but I think the Comndssioni a, using the FBIi was in 5/04; Now on that 

one, when we deposed Lyndal Shancyfelt, he insisted that was not his and that he did 

what he did for the commission. 

Uow that you mention it, I do not recall any FBI records relating to any reenact-

ment. So I cannot reopond to your question about how the dot vas placed. 

If Jim Lesar, at AARC does not know, .perhaps Levin Walsh, who wan on MCA, might 

know. I think he can be rea:hed through 'esar. His address is P.O.Box 15069, Washington 

20003. 

Lou do no * where those p2ople "working near the photos and x-rays" were or when 

was. They could not have done any work on tho photos at th h9bpiral because they 

than had not been developed. lui I nay in WWII, Specter admits to having been shown a --- 

back picture by Tom Kelley of the SS.O.F 

a have made no effort to study either the photos or x-rays in part bee use I am not 

an ettpert anq in part bocause that was not necessary in my work or to my approach. For 

me and for my writing it ties enough that both the autopsists and the DJ panel headed 

11:,7 Fisher
2while saying their reading of the X-rays supports the Commission made records 

proving that the X-rays fie th exact oposite, an I Eade clear in Post Martem. I cannot 

conceive that anyone would run the groat ranksdf phonying them up to evolve what des-

troys the ofacial mythology. 

On a second shot to the head, ia. Post Nortem I reported that the dispersal or 

those 4t dust-like fPagments in t1a head is consistent with a shot from the front with 

difZerant, soft ammo and that they are also impossible with a bullet made to conform 

w5.th the Geneva convention, i.e., one of those MC's of the official mythology. 

I do not. -Lioa of onyon • who has made the kind of search required for a definitive 

answer to your question about FBI records of reconstructions. 

Good luck and best wishes, 


